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LOT #

Auction Policies1

1st appearance of Vision and 2nd appearance of Ultron. GD+/VG-
condition.

Avengers #57/1st Vision! 19682

1st appearance and origin of Professor Zoom, Eobard Thawne aka
Reverse-Flash. GD condition.

Flash #139/1st Professor Zoom/Reverse Flash3

R. Crumb and His Keep--On-Truckin' Orchestra 78 RPM record lot
of (3). Side A is River Blues and side B is Wisconsin Wiggles. 2nd
printing, April, 1973. Excellent condition with original sleeves.

R. Crumb 1973 78 RPM Record Lot of (3)3a

10 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot4

Includes 4 different mail-away (premium) badges, 4 manuals for
each rank, a casebook and envelopes. It is pretty rare to see all of
these items in one collection! Varied wear as pictured.

1930's Post Cereal Junior Detective Lot/Pins/Manua5

First full appearance of Carnage. CGC graded comic.
Amazing Spider-Man #361 CGC 9.6/1st Carnage6

48 comics. Lot includes #189-219, 650, 681-695 and Annual #14.
#189 (NM condition) is the 1st appearance of Traci Thirteen, a
magician who has a romantic history with Blue Beetle (Reyes) and
Natasha Irons aka Steel. #202 and #203 have Michael Turner
cover. #204-215 feature Jim Lee covers! NM condition overall.

Superman Group of (48) #189-695 + Annual 14/Jim Le7

Lot of (2) posters. 1976 William Shatner appearance at Schoolcraft
College in Livonia, MI. We have never seen another! 18" x 13 1/2"
with general wear and some tearing as pictured. Also included is a
1970s cast and Enterprise poster by Fantasy House. This poster
measures 23" x 35" and has some general wear including corner
pinholes as pictured.

1970s Rare Star Trek Poster Lot/Shatner Appearance8

Signed photo by Joe DiMaggio. This comes with a certificate of
authenticity. Frame measures about 13" x 11".

Joe DiMaggio Autographed Framed Photo Print9

LOT #

Harder to find premium. This metal ring could be originally obtained
by mailing away 5 box tops and 15 cents to get it. Nice shape!

1947 Goudey Gum Indian Head Ring10

3 copies of the first issue a harder to find story magazine. Pin-up
art cover! Three outstanding short stories. "Black Lotus" by Robert
Bloch, "Flight Through Tomorrow" by Stanton A. Coblentz, and
"The Cataaaaa" by A.E. van Vogt.

Fantasy Book #1 (1947) Lot of (3)11

#170 is the 1st full appearance of Mongal, the sister of Mongul.
#151 is the 1st appearance of the son of Mongul as an adult. #160
is the beginning of the Emperor Joker story line where the Joker
inherits Mr. Mxyzptlk's reality-altering powers.  1st appearance and
origin of a Bizarro created by the Joker. NM condition overall.

Superman #151-188/1st Mongal12

9 issues from the 1970s. Includes covers with Raquel Welch, Cybil
Shepherd, Barbra Streisand, Carol Baker and more! Varied
condition as pictured.

Andy Warhol's Interview 1970s Magazine Lot13

Lot includes 2 custom mini figures, A convention exclusive die-cast
S.S. Georgie (sealed) and a NECA Pennywise figure (sealed).
Each of these little mini action figures comes with a heavy duty
clear collector case and a full color pro printed 2-sided nostalgic
card back. Also included is a base plate stand for your included
custom compatible mini-fig.

Stephen King's It Toy/Collectibles Lot13a

This includes cuts from the 5 actors that played the Munster
Family. Fred Gwynne, Pat Priest, Butch Patrick, Yvonne DeCarlo
and Al Lewis. These cuts are matted and come with a certificate of
authenticity on the back.

Munsters Family Autograph Set14

A vintage original folded spy film one sheet poster. Poster is in nice
shape but exhibits signs of heavy general wear such as edge wear,
creases, slight tears, punctures, tape, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the poster, some of which have bled through to the
front. See pictures for further condition details.

The Million Eyes of Sumuru 1967 Film One Sheet Pos15
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LOT #

Full short box of comics starring Spider-Man, Daredevil, The New
Warriors, and more in an Amazing Spider-Man themed short box!
Graphic box is used. Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs
as well as cosmetic scratches, may be present. Precise quantity
not counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information. All modern.
Comics are overall VF to NM, with though some may grade lower.
You get all pictured.

Spider-Man & His Amazing Friends Short Box15a

First ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team appearance of the
Collectors: Abner Little and Princess Zanda. VF condition.

Black Panther #1 (1977) Jack Kirby!16

Lot of 10. Includes The Collected Trashman #1 Spain Rodriguez
1969 East Village Underground Comix (x3), Venice Sideshow #1
(1974, only issue with R. Crumb, Edward Gorey, Gilbert Shelton
Dave Sheridan and more. Harold Hedd #1 (x3, 1973 2nd print),
O.K. Comics #17 (June 15, 1973, Crumb, Bill Ward and more.  GD
to FN condition range.

Underground Comix/Tabloid Related Lot17

Lot includes a McFarlane's Movie Maniacs figure and a custom
mini figure. The mini action figure comes with a heavy duty clear
collector case and a full color pro printed 2-sided nostalgic card
back. Also included is a base plate stand for your included custom
compatible mini-fig.

Edward Scissorhands Figure Lot17a

24 issues! Lot includes the very first issue from April of 1977. This
lot also includes: 1977 (May), 1978 (April, December), 1979
(January, March x2, June), 1980 (April x 2, December x2), 1982
(April), 1983 (March, June, November), 1985 (January, February,
March, December), 1987 (Spring), Metal Hurlant #49 (French
Language), The Best of Heavy Metal #2 and Even Heavier Metal.
The overall condition of this lot appears to be in the Fine range. #1
is Fine/Fine+.

Heavy Metal Magazine Lot of 24 w/First Issue!18

15" x 12" limited edition (#33/500) signed print with clock and
plaque. We researched this and these were apparently
commissioned by MFP (My Favorite Player Inc.). This does not
come with a certificate of authenticity, so we cannot confirm the
autographs.

Mickey Mantle/Willie Mays/Duke Snider Signed Clock19

New in sealed package figure from 1991. Excellent condition with
minor package shelf wear as pictured.

Rahzar 1991 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure NI20

Twenty Modern Screen film magazines from 1970's. Magazines
appear to be in overall G to G+ condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Modern Screen 1970's Vintage Film Magazine Lot (2021

LOT #

#180 (GD Condition) is the 1st appearance of Death-Man, later
made famous by the Batman manga as Lord Death Man. #185 and
#187 are 80-page Giant issues. GD to VG- range.

Batman #175/180/185/187/19222

Three vintage original folded western related one sheet posters. All
posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Revengers 1972/Support Your Local Gunslinger 123

8" action figure and sealed VHS tape (Vintage Video/Grampa
Presents/Amvest Video.

Nosferatu Mego Figure + VHS23a

2 poster/signs advertising the Kalif Temple Shrine Club circus
produced by Bailey Bros. One measures 17" x 22", the other 14" x
22". Thick stock. Wear as pictured.

Shrine Circus/Bailey Bros. Vintage Circus Posters24

Eighteen Silver Screen film magazines from the 1940's to the
1960's.  Magazines appear to be in overall G to G+ condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Silver Screen 1940's-1960's Vintage Film Magazine25

5 issues from the 1990s. Includes covers with Johnny Depp,
Tommy Lee Jones, Lorraine Bracco, Dennis Quaid and Laura Dern.
Condition varies as pictured.

Andy Warhol's Interview 1990s Magazine Lot26

#210 (GD condition) is the one and only appearance of the Feline
Furies, Laura Light, Florid Flo, Big Barbara, Sultry Sarah, Timid
Trixie and Leapin' Lena. #198 is an 80-page Giant issue. GD to VG
range.

Batman #196/198/210/214/21527

9/23/1934 original Detroit News full page color comic strip. 20 1/2"
x 14 3/8" with Camel Cigarettes World's Fair ad on obverse. Cut for
framing. Ships rolled. Minor wear as pictured.

Buck Rogers 1934 Sunday Comic Strip Full Page28

Cover art by Dave Stevens. 1st appearance of Stargrazers. NM
condition.

Vanguard Illustrated #2 (1986) Dave Stevens!29

Two vintage original folded western related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, slight tears, portions of
staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear. Additionally,
ink marks and writing are present on the back side of the posters.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Rare Breed 1966 & Stagecoach 1966 One Sheet Po30

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Full short box of comics starring Superman, Manhunter, Firestorm,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box30a

6 figures. Includes Rowdy Roddy Piper, Honky Tonk Man,
Undertaker, Ravishing Rick Rude and Andre the Giant. Excellent
condition.

WWF/WWE 1990/1991 Wrestlers Figure Lot/Hasbro31

Early Bronze Age issues. #6 has a wraparound cover art by Neal
Adams. VG to FN+ range.

DC 100-Page Super Spectacular #6/14/15/17/18/20/2132

Autographed head shot photo. This does not come with a
certificate of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be
genuine.

Adam West Autographed 8" x 10" Photo33

Lot includes a 13" Freddy Plush, 7" Jason Plush, a sealed pack of
Nightmare on Elm Street playing cards, Freddy and victim and
Jason and victim Spitballs  from 1989, a Freddy electronic scare
sticks (on original card/needs new batteries). Overall nice shape.
Packages have some shelf wear as pictured.

Jason/Freddy Horror Collectibles Lot33a

Twenty Modern Screen film magazines from 1960's. Magazines
appear to be in overall G to G+ condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Modern Screen 1960's Vintage Film Magazine Lot (2034

Four vintage original folded western related one sheet posters,
including two copies of "Assignment in Paris". All posters are in
overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of moderate to heavy
general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Fighting Coast Guard 1951/Close To My Heart 1951/A35

Lot includes figures from the Secret Wars toy line (Iron Man and
Doc Ock), the Toy Biz line (Daredevil), She-Hulk and a 7" tall
Spider-Man plastic bank that is new in package from 1991. Nice
shape with varied playwear to the loose figures as pictured.

Marvel Super-Heroes Vintage to Modern Lot36

This influential underground was a supplement to the East Village
Other newspaper, featuring many artists who would go on to
underground fame: R. Crumb, Vaughn Bode, Joel Beck, Roger
Brand, Kim Deitch, Simon Deitch, Bill Griffith, Ron Haydock, Jay
Lynch, Trina Robbins, Spain Rodriguez, Art Spiegelman, John

Gothic Blimp Works Ltd. #2/3/4 1969 Underground Co37

LOT #
Thompson, Larry Todd, S. Clay Wilson,  as well as future
mainstream artists Larry Hama and Berni Wrightson. VG- to VG
range.

Six Silver Screen film magazines from the 1930's, including covers
of Jean Harlow. Magazines appear to be in overall G- to G+
condition, though few are considered filler with completely loose
covers and heavy rust migration. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Silver Screen 1930's Vintage Film Magazine Lot (6)38

Lot includes I.D. bracelet, Ralston Straight Shooter lucky wristband
and compass. Overall good shape with some wear as pictured. Not
that the compass has a broken backing.

Tom Mix Vintage Cowboy Premium Lot39

Lot includes 1976 (January through August), 1997 (July,
September, November), 1981 (June), 1986 (September) and The
Best of #5. Overall condition appears VG+ to Fine.

National Lampoon 1976-1986 Lot of 1540

1st full appearance and origin of Son of Satan. VG+/FN- condition.
Marvel Spotlight #12/1st Son of Satan41

6 issues from the 1980s. Covers include  Mick Jagger, Yoko Ono,
Jodie Foster, Diane Keaton, Charlie Sheen and Kevin Costner.
Condition varies as pictured.

Andy Warhol's Interview 1980s Magazine Lot42

Two vintage original folded romance and western related one sheet
posters. Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Taxi 1953 & A Man Without A Star 1955 One Sheet Po43

3-piece deluxe box set. New in package. Package has moderate to
heavy shelf wear as pictured.

McFarlane Sleepy Hollow Headless Horseman43a

8 x 10" photo with PSA certification.
Sally Fields Autographed Photo/PSA44

6 magazines. Lot includes Savage Tales #2,3,4,10 and Savage
Sword of Conan #4 and #7. Savage Tales #2 is the first
appearance of Valeria. Overall condition appears VG+/Fine.

Savage Tales + Savage Sword of Conan Lot45

Full short box of comics from publishers like Dark Horse, Comico,
Topps, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box45a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Twenty Photoplay film magazines from 1970's. Magazines appear
to be in overall G to G+ condition. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Photoplay 1970's Vintage Film Magazine Lot (20)46

8 Silver to Bronze Age issues. #255 is the 1st appearance of
Anthony Lupus, a werewolf. GD to VG overall.

Batman #217/218/236/249/250/255/259/26047

Four vintage original folded one sheet poster copies of "Big Show"
from 1961. All posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various
signs of heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears,
tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and
fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the
back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Big Show 1961 One Sheet Posters Lot of (4)48

Twenty Motion Picture film magazines from the 1960's and 1970's.
Magazines appear to be in overall G to VG- condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Motion Picture 1960's +1970's Vintage Film Magazin49

Flash #131 is the first crossover of Green Lantern, Hal Jordan in
the Flash title. #131 is GD+, #176 is VG.

Flash #131 + #176/1st Green Lantern Crossover50

This vintage lot includes the XX/HC Bar 20 adjustable Ring and 2
pins. Nice shape with little wear as pictured.

Hopalong Cassidy Ring/Pin Premium Lot51

#359 (NM- condition) is a Killer Croc origin issue and #363 (VF
condition) is the first appearance of Nocturna.

Batman #359 + #363/1st Nocturna/Killer Croc Origin52

Avengers/Ultraforce #1. First appearance of Nemesis and the 7th
Infinity Gem, Ego. CGC graded comic.

Avengers/Ultraverse #1 CGC 9.8/Key53

Lot of (2) different Head Knockers and XL Headliners. Jason
Voorhees and Freddy Krueger. These have been opened, but are
in great shape. Packages have some shelf wear as pictured.

Jason/Freddy Bobbleheads/Headliners Lot53a

First appearance Frank Johnson's the Crimson Mask.
Bondage/strangulation cover. VG to VG+ condition with back cover
damage.

Detective Novels Pulp 8/1940 1st Crimson Mask54

A vintage original folded Italian-French drama film one sheet
poster. Poster is in great overall shape but exhibits signs of light to
moderate general wear such as edge wear, and areas of fold
separation and or fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are
present on the back side of the poster. See pictures for further
condition details.

Salome 1986 Film One Sheet Poster55

LOT #

Twenty Motion Picture film magazines from the 1970's. Magazines
appear to be in overall G to VG condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Motion Picture 1970's Vintage Film Magazine Lot (256

20 comix. Please read full description for detailed list. San
Francisco Comic Book #1 (1970, RARE! 1st and only printing
[cover is detached] with R. Crumb, Dave Sheridan, S. Clay Wilson,
Spain Rodriguez and others), GJDRKZLXCBWQ (1975
ONE-SHOT BY basil Wolverton), Beyond Infinity #1 (Keith Tucker
and Rob Gustaveson, RARE!), Zero #3 (1st (only) printing. Cover
by Warren Greenwood. Written and illustrated by Pete Von Sholly,
Tom Quinn and Warren Greenwood.), Zap Comix #5 (1970, 1st
print with Robert Williams, Robert Crumb, Victor Moscoso, Spain
Rodriguez, S. Clay Wilson, Charles Crumb, and Gilbert Shelton),
Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers #3 (1974, 2nd print), American Flyer
Funnies #1 (1971, No. 51109e on cover with cover and interior art
Larry Sutherland on "The Right On Squad"; Wyatt Winghead, The
Holy Five, The Cosmos), Lean Years #1 (1974, Cover by Kim
Deitch. Satirical stories and art by Kim Deitch, Leslie, John Pound,
Mike Royer, Barry Siegel, Bruce Simon, Trina and Chris Warner.),
Dopin Dan #1 (x2, 3rd printing, 1975 with stories and art by Ted
Richards, Willy Murphy, and Scott Judge.), Cosmic Capers #1
(1972, 1st print, with stories and art by Patrick Kelly, Jim Wright,
Ned Dameron, Dany Frolich, and Jerry Carfagno.), Gay Hearthrobs
(1976, 1st printing, *18+ Only* Featuring Art by Rick W. Borg,
Danilo Bulanadi, Gary De Maria, Larry Fuller, Bruce Hayes, Raye
Horne, Billy Orchid, Bill Plimpton, Wiley Spade, and Space
Whitman.), Inner City Romance #1 (x2) (3rd print and another print
that has a 50 cover price with a 75 cent sticker on it). Paradise An
Interplanetary Fantasy #1 (1975 John Aulenta, 1st print), Two #1
(1975, 1st printing. Underground comic by S. Clay Wilson), Comix
Book #1 (1976, 1st printing, February 1976. With this issue,
Kitchen Sink takes over Marvels failed attempt at a
magazine-format anthology of underground cartoonists. Barefootz
stories by Howard Cruse, a profile of and story by Skip Williamson,
and other material by Sharon Rudahl, Joel Beck, Trina Robbins,
Justin Green, Denis Kitchen, Basil Wolverton, Willy Murphy, Kim
Deitch, Ted Richards, John Pound, and Lee Marrs. Letters of
comment from Harvey Kurtzman and Grim Natwick. Edited by
Kitchen. Cover by Leslie Cabarga.), First Kingdom #2 (1st print,
1975, Story, art and cover by Jack Katz), Quack #1 (1st print, 1976,
Frank Brunner.),  and Omen #1 (1989, 1st print by David Quinn
and TIm Vigil of Faust fame). Filler to VG range

Vintage Underground Comix Lot w/Key Issues!57

Vintage movie poster lots includes 1970s repro posters. Gone With
The Wind, All Through the Night, Three Texas Steers and the Marx
Brothers. The Marx Brothers poster is from 1971 and is 38" x 26".
The Three Texas Steers (John Wayne) measures 35" x 23" and

Vintage Movie/Personality Poster Lot58

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
was made in 1971 by Celestial Arts. The All Through the Night
Poster (Humphrey Bogart) is a 1970s litho repop that measures 29"
x 20" The Gone With the Wind Poster is a 1970s repop that
measures 23" x 35". It has been cut at the bottom. The posters
have varying wear as pictured.

6 figures that were done by the same great customizers collection.
Custom figures includes: Nightveil from Femforce, Spy Smasher,
The Ray, Kristoff Vernard, Count Vertigo, and Ultiman. Figures
range from 3.75" to 6" tall. Some have wooden bases attached to
their feet for display. Overall nice shape with some varied paint
wear as pictured.

Customized Action Figure Lot59

8" x 10" photo with signature. This does not come with a certificate
of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.

Richard Petty NASCAR Autographed Photo60

Partial short box of comics starring Batman, Superman, and more!
Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic thickness,
being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.
Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from GD- on up to
NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box60a

Four vintage original drama related one sheet posters, including,
"Gang War" 1958, "Purple Gang" 1959, "When Hell Broke Loose"
1958, and "Appointment With A Shadow" 1958. All posters are in
overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of moderate to heavy
general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears and punctures,
tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and
fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the
back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1950s Drama Related Film One Sheet Posters61

35+ comics.  This lot Golden to Bronze Age comics (most are
Silver Age) has a ton of cool comics in it. A couple of highlights are
Batman #183 (2nd appearance of Poison Ivy), and Superman #87
from 1954! The comics are reader/filler and/or coverless comics.
Filler to Fair- range.

DC Golden to Bronze Age Comic Lot Batman/Superman/62

Super Shredder. New in sealed package figure from 1991.
Excellent condition with little shelf wear as pictured.

Shredder 1991 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure63

3 books with fantastic cover art. Bram Stoker's Dracula (2015
edition), Dracula and Other Horror Classics (2013) and Mary
Shelly's Frankenstein (2015). Excellent condition.

Dracula/Frankenstein Barnes and Noble Books63a

Six Motion Picture film magazines from the 1930's and 1940's.
Magazines appear to be in overall G- to G condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Motion Picture 1930's + 1940's Vintage Film Magazi64

LOT #

Two vintage original folded western and adventure related one
sheet and insert posters. Both posters are in nice shape but
exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge
wear, creases, tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of
fold separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing
are present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Column South 1953 & Fair Wind to Java 1953 One She65

Cover by Joe Orlando. Stories by Al Feldstein, Jack Oleck, John
Larner, and Richard Smith. Art by Jack Kamen, Joe Orlando, Reed
Crandall, and Johnny Craig. Part of EC's Picto-Fiction line,
published in response to the Comics Code, featuring tales of law
and outlaws in text stories copiously illustrated by EC's lineup of
artists. A private eye investigating a woman's disappearance finds
a vital clue in a mystery novel, but fails to notice the title, "Fall Guy
For Murder," adapted from a story that originally appeared in Crime
Suspenstories (1950-55 E.C. Comics) #18. In a noirish story, a
chance encounter on the street gets Ben involved with the
dangerous lives of Myra and her sister. Another historic moment
occurs in Mother's Day (adapted from a story that originally
appeared in Crime Suspenstories (1950-55 E.C. Comics) #21),
when writer Al Feldstein uses the soon-to-be-famous moniker
"Alfred E. Neuman." Vivid cover by Joe Orlando definitely would
not have passed muster with the new Comics Code. Fall Guy For
Murder; The Sisters; Fools Gold; Farewell To Arms; Mothers Day 8
1/2-in. x 11-in., 60 pages. GD condition with brittle pages.

EC Crime Illustrated #1 (1955) Picto-Fiction66

25 comics. Includes reader/filler and/or coverless comics. Includes
Tales of Suspense and Daredevil comics.  Filler to Fair- range.

Marvel Silver Age Comic Lot Daredevil/Tales of Sus67

Vintage 1935 pin (3/4" in diameter) and a 1995 Zippo (unfired)
featuring Popeye riding an eagle (Stars and Stripes).

Popeye 1935 Celluloid Pin + Zippo68

Twenty Photoplay film magazines from the 1950's and 1960's.
Magazines appear to be in overall G to VG+ condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Photoplay 1950's + 1960's Vintage Film Magazine Lo69

6 issues from the 1980s. Covers include Stevie Wonder, Mel
Gibson, Prince Albert of Monaco, Miguel Bose, Charlie Sheen and
Kevin Costner. Condition varies as pictured.

Andy Warhol's Interview 1980s Magazine Lot70

Four vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. All
posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition

Petula 1968/In Cold Blood 1968/The Confession 197071

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
details.

Over 100 copies! Disney 1951 Li'l Bad Wolf Fire Fighter Wheaties
Premium/Give-Away flip comic book. GD+ to VG overall.

Disney 1951 Li'l Bad Wolf Wheaties Flip Book Comic72

11 issues of various Romance/Relationship magazines, some with
salacious stories and articles. Titles include: True Story, True Love,
Modern Romances, True Romance, My Romance, Personal
Romances, Real Story, Real Love Affairs, and True Confessions.
Magazines have light to moderate shelf wear as pictured.

1960s/70s Romance Magazine Lot73

Lot includes a Mezco 7" vinyl figure and a Heart of Damballa prop
replica amulet. The plastic amulet measures 4" x 2 5/8" with metal
chain. The packaging on the figure was opened, but is in excellent
condition.

Child's Play Chucky Figure + Prop Replica73a

JSA certified autographs on 8" x 10" photo.
Tony Randall/Jack Klugman Odd Couple Autographs74

4 copies of the official comics adaptation from 1989. Overall
condition appears VG+ to Fine.

Who Framed Roger Rabbit 1989 Graphic Novel (x4)75

Full short box of comics from publishers like First, Valiant, Dark
Horse, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box75a

Twenty Motion Picture film magazines from the 1940's to the
1970's. Magazines appear to be in overall G to VG- condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Motion Picture 1940's -1970's Vintage Film Magazin76

7 consecutive issues. Early Jonah Hex. VG-/VG condition.
Weird Western Tales #21-27/Jonah Hex77

Two vintage original folded romance and melodrama related one
sheet posters. Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

From the Terrace 1960 & The Restless Years 1958 On78

Twenty Motion Picture film magazines from the 1960's. Magazines
appear to be in overall G to VG condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Motion Picture 1960's Vintage Film Magazine Lot (279

LOT #

Four vintage original mystery and drama related one sheet posters,
including, "I Wouldn't Be In Your Shoes" 1948, "House of the
Seven Hawks" 1959, "Stranger in My Arms" 1959, and "Blue Angel"
1959. All posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various
signs of moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear,
creases, tears and punctures, tack holes, portions of staining, and
areas of fold separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and
writing are present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for
further condition details.

Vintage 1940s/1950s Drama Related Film One Sheet &80

This lot features a Rin Tin Tin ball puzzle game, 3 Pep Cereal
premium pins (Min Gump, Pop Jenks and Shadow), a Little Orphan
Annie Secret Society pinback, and a Captain Midnight password
medallion with a modern looking pinback button. Overall good
shape with some varied wear as pictured.

Vintage Premium/Advertising Pins + More81

#9 is the first reprint of Amazing Spider-Man #14, the first
appearance of Green Goblin. #11 is a reprint of The Amazing
Spider-Man #16, first meeting of Spider-Man and Daredevil. Fair to
VG- range.

Marvel Tales #4/8/9/11/12/13/2682

Includes Donald Duck 75 Years, 70 Years Movies & Magic, Woody
Toy Story 3, Buzz Toy Story 3, Tron Legacy, The Disney Dream,
Pirates of the Caribbean, and Celebrating 40 Years. Magazines are
in excellent condition.

Disney 23 (Twenty-Three) Magazine Lot83

Lot of (2) 5 1/2" figures from Funko. New in packages.
Jason + Freddy Savage World Funko Figures83a

Twenty Modern Screen film magazines from the 1950's and 1960's.
Magazines appear to be in overall G to VG condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Modern Screen 1950's + 1960's Vintage Film Magazin84

Two vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Fall of the Roman Empire 1964 & Five Miles To Midn85

Sixteen Screenland film magazines from the 1930's to the 1950's,
including cover of Hedy Lamarr. Magazines appear to be in overall
G- to G+ condition. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Screenland 1930's-1950's Vintage Film Magazine Lot86

Lot of 8 complete Sunday funnies sections from the Los Angeles
Times. Lot includes: April 14, May 12,19, June 2,9,16 and 23. Each

L.A. Times 1946 Sunday Funnies Section Lot/Superma87
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LOT #
contains full color comics. Superman is in each one. Other comics
that appear include Dicky Tracy, Tarzan, Buck Rogers and more.
Newspaper sections appear in overall nice shape with some wear
as pictured. GD/GD+ overall

7 issues from the 1980s. Mary Tyler Moore, Phoebe Cates,
Kathleen Turner, Prince Albert of Monaco, Diane Lane, Shirley
MacLaine, and Brian Bosworth. Varied wear as pictured.

Andy Warhol's Interview 1980s Magazine Lot88

PSA certified autographed 8' x 10" photo of Bill Engvall (Blue Collar
Comedy Tour)

Bill Engvall Autographed Photo (Blue Collar Comedy89

Four vintage original folded one sheet poster copies of "Stage
Struck" from 1958. All posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits
various signs of heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

Stage Struck 1958 One Sheet Posters Lot of (4)90

Full short box of comics starring characters like Green Lantern, The
Titans, Superman, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box90a

Second Superman versus The Flash race (tie). GD/GD+ condition
with brittle pages, foxing, and loose centerfold.

Flash #175/2nd Race w/Superman91

20 issues in the #242 range. Lot includes
#242,243,251,260,270,272,274,277,284,286,293,300,301,304,.327
(regular and Whitman reprint), 394,395,415, and 423. #243 is the
1st appearance of Rija, an alien, depicted on cover (classic Neal
Adams), The origin of Superman is retold in #300. #423 is a classic
story written by Alan Moore "Whatever Happened to the Man
Tomorrow" part 1. This issue is the 1st cameo appearance of
Jonathan Elliot, the super-powered son of Superman and Lois in an
alternate reality where the Clark Kent identity was revealed and
changed to Jordan Elliot. #243 is GD+/VG, #300 is VG-, #423 is
NM, #423 is NM-, and the rest of lot is overall VG- to VF overall.

Superman Group of (20) #242-423 w/Whitman Reprint92

17 magazines. Titles include: Whisper, Exposed, Rona Barrett's
Gossip, True, The Lowdown, and Hush-Hush. Loads of stories and
pictures about scandals and Hollywood gossip. Great covers.
Magazines have varied light to moderate cover wear as pictured.

1960s-70s Gossip/Hollywood Magazine Lot93

LOT #

House of Horror figures. Made in 2008. The figures play sound
clips when you hit the button on their feet. You can also move their
heads and their right arms. The Freddy figure needs a new battery.
Some package wear as pictured.

Jason and Freddy 14" Figures w/Sound93a

Twenty Motion Picture film magazines from the 1950's to the
1970's. Magazines appear to be in overall G to VG condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Motion Picture 1950's-1970's Vintage Film Magazine94

5 magazines from the late 40s-early 50s.  Smash Detective-Crime
Cases Vol. 6 #1 (November 1952), Best True Fact Detective Vol. 6
#1 (September-October 1949), Human Detective Vol 4 #5 (October
1949), Bernarr MacFadden New Detective #1 (January 1957) and
Master Detective Vol 41 #3 (November 1949). Magazines are
complete, but have varied condition wear as pictured.

1940s-50s Detective Magazines/Pulp Lot/Risque!95

Two vintage original folded one sheet posters. Both posters are in
nice shape but exhibits signs of heavy general wear, such as: edge
wear, creases, tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of
fold separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing
are present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Tarzan and the Lost Safari 1957 & Walt Disney's Ju96

Lot includes #219,221,227,,229,230, and 234-241. This lot features
a number of fantastic Curt Swan and Neal Adams covers.  GD+ to
VG+ range.

Superman Group of (13) #219-241/Neal Adams97

2 lunchboxes. G.I. Joe plastic lunchbox (Tiger Force, 1988) and
Pac-Man metal lunchbox (1980). Both were made by Aladdin.
Thermoses not included. Overall moderate wear as pictured.

1980s Lunchbox Lot/G.I. Joe/Pac-Man98

6 items. Includes a Davy Crockett Sunbeam Bread pinback, A Red
Ryder lucky coin, A Buck Jones for U.S. Marshall pinback, (2) Post
premium tin badges (Bull Dogging and Roping Champ) and a
miniature Mignonnette pistol replica toy gun (2 inches long). Overall
good shape with varied wear as pictured.

Vintage Cowboy Premiums/Collectibles Lot99

11 comics. Lot includes Superman
#211,213,214,215,216,218,219,220, Jimmy Olsen #141, 143 and
World's Finest #204. Jimmy Olsen #141 has a Don Rickles cover.
GD- to VG-range.

Superman + Related Silver to Bronze Age Lot100

Four Picture Play film magazines from the 1920's and the 1930's.
Magazines appear to be in overall G- to G condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Picture Play 1920's + 1930's Vintage Film Magazine101
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LOT #

Over 100 copies! Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse and the Medicine
Man Wheaties Premium/Give-Away flip comic book. GD+ to VG
range.

Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse Wheaties Flip Book Comic102

Spiderman vs. Wolverine #v2 #1 by Marvel Comics (1990). CGC
graded comic.

Spider-Man Vs. Wolverine #1 CGC 9.8103

The Complete Tales and Poems of Edgar Allen Poe (2015, Barnes
and Noble edition) and Grimm's Complete Fairy Tales (2011,
Canterbury Classics). Beautiful hardcover books in excellent
condition.

Edgar Allen Poe/Grimm's Fairy Tales Book Lot103a

Four vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters,
including two copies of "The 49th Man". All posters are in overall
nice shape but exhibits various signs of moderate to heavy general
wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes, portions of
staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear. Additionally,
ink marks and writing are present on the back side of the posters.
See pictures for further condition details.

Faithful City 1952/All American 1953/The 49th Man104

#1 is the 1st appearance of Carol Danvers as Ms. Marvel. #1 is VG
with crease through back cover. Overall NM-.

Ms. Marvel #1/4/5/12 Key! 1st Ms. Marvel105

Full short box of comics from publishers like Image, Dynamite,
Dark Horse, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box105a

Four Photoplay film magazines from the 1930's, including a Jean
Harlow cover. Magazines appear to be in overall G- to G condition.
Few are considered filler with completely loose covers, heavy
creasing, and tears. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Photoplay 1930's Vintage Film Magazine Lot (4)106

Lot includes #184,191,193,201,206,207,209,211,213,216 and 218.
Covers by Curt Swan, Neal Adams, Joe Kubert and Ross Andru.
Fair+ to VG- range.

Superman Group of (11) #184-218107

7 issues from the 1970s and 80s. Debra Winger, Linda Hutton,
Willem Dafoe, Prince Albert of Monaco, Isabella Rossenllini, Jamie
Lee Curtis and Fred Dryer. Varied wear as pictured.

Andy Warhol's Interview 1970s-80s Magazine Lot108

WWF/WWE Wrestling autographed 8" x 10" photo. Convention
signed. This does not come with a certificate of authenticity, but
Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.

Honky Tonk Man WWF/WWE Autographed Photo109

LOT #

Two vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Requiem For A Heavyweight 1962 & The Courtship of110

Sixteen Photoplay film magazines from the 1940's and the 1950's.
Magazines appear to be in overall G- to G+/VG- condition. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Photoplay 1940's + 1950's Vintage Film Magazine Lo111

Lot includes #131,133,141,160,163,164,170,173,176 and 181.
#141 is the 1st appearance and death of Lyla Lerrol, Kryptonian
love of Superman. Superman returns to Krypton and his origin is
retold. #141 is GD-, overall fair to VG-/VG.

Superman Group of (10) #131-181/Key112

Three vintage original folded western related one sheet posters. All
posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

Cole Younger, Gunfighter 1958/The Rounders 1965/Un113

Jason and Freddy 5" tall pipes from Friday the 13th and Nightmare
on Elm Street. Excellent condition.

Jason/Freddy Figural Smoking Pipes113a

Fourteen Movieland film magazines from the 1940's and the
1950's. Magazines appear to be in overall G- to G condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Movieland 1940's + 1950's Vintage Film Magazine Lo114

Four vintage original drama related one sheet posters, including,
"School For Love" 1955 starring Brigette Bardot, "Tender is the
Night" 1961, "All the Young Men" 1960, and "Gallant Hours" 1960.
All posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears
and punctures, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold
separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are
present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage 1950/1960s Drama Related Film One Sheet &115

9 magazines. Lot includes Rampaging Hulk #2, The Deadly Hands
of Kung Fu #33 (last issue), Planet of the Apes #8, Marvel Preview
#22 (Merlin), Kull and the Barbarians #3, Doc Savage #2, Marvel
Preview #5 (Sherlock Holmes), Marvel Movie Premiere #1 (The
Land That Time Forgot), and Savage Tales #4. Overall condition
appears to range from VG to Fine.

Marvel/Curtis Bronze Age Magazine Lot116
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LOT #

10 copies! Limited Collectors' Edition: reprints Tarzan 207-210; all
Joe Kubert art. Adapts the original Tarzan of the Apes novel by
Edgar Rice Burroughs, which introduced the Ape-Man and told his
origin. Tarzan pinup, crossword puzzle, word puzzle, maze. How to
Draw Tarzan. Joe Kubert fact page. Back cover diorama. 80 pgs.
Treasury-sized.  FN+ to NM- range.

Tarzan of the Apes (1973) DC Treasury Edition #C-2117

Lot includes figures from the 1980s Super Power figure line, the
DC Super-Heroes line, the Batman 89 line and Burger King
premiums. You get all pictured. Overall nice shape with some
varied playwear as pictured.

DC Super Powers Figures + More Lot118

Seventeen TV Radio Mirror magazines from the 1970's. Magazines
appear to be in overall G to VG+ condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

TV Radio Mirror 1970's Vintage Magazine Lot (17)119

Circa 1950's. Palmolive premium. Nice shape with typical wear.
Unable to test for light-up, but we assume the battery is dead.
Howdy's face is approximately 1" x 1¼" x ¾" deep.

1950's Howdy Doody Flashlight Premium Ring120

Full short box of comics starring Superman and Green Lantern!
Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic thickness,
being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.
Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there
may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older
comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates.
You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box120a

Lot includes a vintage Tin Woodpecker On Tree Toy Blic (works), a
1966 Matchbox Opel Diplomat (#36), 1969bVolkswagen 1600 TL
(#67), a 16 1/4" x 12 1/2" 1930s/40s Cartoon Strip Tablecloth with
(Popeye, Little Orphan Annie, Prince Valiant and more)  and a
vintage MPC Jaguar XKE 1/32 Scale Model Kit. Overall nice shape
as pictured. The model kit is in nice shape, but some of the pieces
have been primed black. Most appear to be untouched. Kit appears
to be complete, comes as is.

Vintage Toy/Collectible Lot121

6 Silver Age issues.  Fair to GD+ range.
Superboy #71/95/107/125/139/162122

Two vintage original folded sci-fi related posters, including a one
sheet poster for "Tentacles". Both posters are in nice shape but
exhibits signs of moderate general wear, such as: edge wear,
creases, tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold
separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are
present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Mysteries from Beyond Earth 1975 & Tentacles 1977123

LOT #

New on card from 1984. Marty Toy Ltd.. Adjustable finger and wrist
straps with soft plastic blades.

Freddy Krueger 1984 Life-Size Prop Glove123a

Seventeen Movie Life and Movieland magazines from the 1940's to
the 1970's. Magazines appear to be in overall G- to VG+ condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Movie Life + Movieland 1940's - 1970's Vintage Mag124

Lois Lane #105 is the 1st appearance of Thorn, the violent alter
ego of Rose Forrest in the Bronze Age and #106 is a racially
insensitive story where Lois utilizes some technology that changes
her race so she can experience life as a black woman. #105 is
GD-, #106 is GD+/VG-.

Lois Lane #105 + #106/1st Thorn + Controversial125

Four vintage original folded one sheet poster copies of "Separate
Tables" from 1958. All posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits
various signs of heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

Separate Tables 1958 One Sheet Posters Lot of (4)126

4 Silver Age issues. Fair to GD+ range.
Justice League of America #7/8/26/33127

Six Movie Mirror film magazines from the 1930's and the 1940's
including covers of Jean Harlow and Shirley Temple. Magazines
appear to be in overall G- to G condition; few are considered filler
with completely loose covers, foxing, and tears. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Movie Mirror 1930's + 1940's Vintage Magazine Lot128

This is a working lamp that was designed to resemble Hubley's
nickel-plated Texan cap gun pistol. Hand-painted and made out of
plaster by Plasto MFG circa 1950s. It measures approx. 14.25" tall
from base to socket. Overall, this lamp is in good condition. There
are portions of the paint that are missing/chipped, as well as what
appears to be clay on one of the bullets. No lamp shade.

1950s Hubley Capgun Cowboy Lamp129

1998 autographed 8" x 10" photograph. Shirley Temple-Black.
Comes with certificate of authenticity as pictured.

Shirley Temple Autographed Photo130

Swamp Thing #7 is the first meeting between Batman and Swamp
Thing with a Bernie Wrightson cover. #10 is the final Bernie
Wrightson art on a Swamp Thing title. GD+/VG- overall.

Swamp Thing #7 (x2) + #10 (x2)/Keys131

Lot includes #102,103,106,124,149,194,197 and 200. In issue
#102, Red Tornado destroyed, returns in Justice League of
America #105. Phantom Stranger joins the JLA in issue #103. In

Justice League of America Group of (9) #102-200132
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LOT #
issue #106, Red Tornado joins the JLA. #200 has a wraparound
cover by George Perez. #200 is NM-, comics are GD+ to VG
overall.

6 magazines from 1941 to 1950 with salacious covers. Startling
Detective December 1948, December 1949) Revealing Detective
(August 1949, April 1950), Inside Detective (August 1941, February
1944 [this issue has some interior clipping]).The December 1948
issue of Startling Detective has a full page ad for the movie Rope
by Alfred Hitchcock starring Jimmy Stewart. Magazines are
complete, but have varied condition wear as pictured.

1940s-50s Detective Magazines/Pulp Lot/Risque!133

Lot includes the 1991 Impel Collector card set (sealed in coffin), 5
pairs of unused 3-D glasses from Freddy's Dead and a 1:24 scale
die-cast Cadillac with figure from Jada (new in sealed package).

Nightmare on Elm Street Collectibles Lot133a

Two vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate general
wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes, portions of
staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear. Additionally,
ink marks and writing are present on the back side of the posters.
See pictures for further condition details.

Virgin & The Gypsy 1970 & The Last Picture Show 19134

Twenty TV Radio Mirror magazines from the 1960's and 1970's.
Magazines appear to be in overall G to VG+ condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

TV Radio Mirror 1960's + 1970's Vintage Magazine L135

Full short box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image, ,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy135a

Lot includes 1947 (July, Gale Storm cover), 1950 (December, Joe
Louis cover), 1953 (September, Rocky Marciano cover), 1973
(November), 1974 (January, February and November [Raquel
Welch cover]) and 1975 (May and June, Ann Margret cover).
Magazines have varied condition wear as pictured.

Police Gazette Group of (9) 1947-1975136

#43 (GD condition) is the 1st team appearance of the Royal Flush
Gang: Ace, King, Queen, Jack and Ten of Clubs. #91 (VG
condition) is the first meeting of the Golden Age Robin and the
Silver Age Robin. VG condition overall.

Justice League of America #43/44/58/91/92137

8 inch mego-style figure. New in sealed package. Limited to only
500! 2004, Classic TV Toys.

Herman Munster Cowboy Outfit Figure Exclusive138

LOT #

Two vintage original folded comedy related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate general
wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, portions of staining, and
areas of fold separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and
writing are present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for
further condition details.

Smile 1975 & Shampoo 1975 One Sheet Posters139

metal ring with blue "jewels" These were mail-aways or premiums.
Often times you could redeem popsicle wrappers or other proofs of
purchases to get them. Nice shape!

Vintage 1940s/50s Jeweled Skull Premium Ring140

Six Movie Mirror film magazines from the 1930's and the 1940's
including a cover of Greta Garbo. Magazines appear to be in
overall G- to G condition. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Modern Screen 1930's + 1940's Vintage Magazine Lot141

10 total. 5 copies of each. C-21  and C-27. VG to FN overall.
Shazam DC Treasury Edition #C-21 + C-27 (x10)142

Two vintage original folded comedy-drama related one sheet
posters. Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack
holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back
side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

The Seduction of Mimi 1974 & That Obscure Object o143

4 figures from Killer Klowns From Outer Space, the Exorcist,
Nightmare on Elm Street and Carrie. Each of these little mini action
figures comes with a heavy duty clear collector case and a full color
pro printed 2-sided nostalgic card back. Also included is a base
plate stand for your included custom compatible mini-fig.

Horror Film Custom Mini-Figures Lot143a

Thirteen Movie Star Parade magazines from the 1940's to the
1960's. Magazines appear to be in overall G- to VG condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Movie Stars Parade 1940's - 1960's Vintage Magazin144

Published in the early 30s by Syndicate Publishing Company Inc.
This 48 page etiquette guide features text and pictures. It has ads
on the inner and back cover for Modern Screen and Modern
Romances magazines. Complete. VG+/Fine condition.

One Girl's Life 1930s Etiquette Guide RARE!!145

Both are new in sealed packages. Gamerverse Thor and Famous
Covers Black Widow figure. Packages are in nice shape with little
shelf wear.

Black Widow and Thor Figure Lot146
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LOT #

Lot includes #363-372,374,378,386 and 600. #363 is the 3rd
appearance of Carnage. #365 has a preview of Spider-Man 2099.
#600 features a wraparound cover with John Romita Jr. art. #363 &
#365 are NM, the rest range from VG- to NM with most grading
NM-/NM.

Amazing Spider-Man Group of (14) #363-600147

3 dolls. Lot includes a 13" plush from P.M.I., a 17" plush from
Sideshow and a Toy Factory 13" plush. 2 of the dolls are new with
hangtags. The Sideshow doll has some light to moderate shelf
wear.

Child's Play 1990s Plush Doll Lot147a

Four vintage original drama related one sheet posters, including,
"Alone Against Rome" 1962, "All the Way Home" 1963, "The
Interns" 1962, and "Cry from the Mountain" 1963. All posters are in
overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of moderate to heavy
general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears and punctures,
tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and
fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the
back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1960s Drama Related Film One Sheet Posters148

Daredevil #184 by Marvel Comics (1982). Punisher appearance.
CGC graded comic.

Daredevil #184 CGC 9.6 Frank Miller/Punisher149

Lot includes #140,159,187,204,209 and 210. Superman #140 is
the 1st team appearance of the Bizarro Family, Bizarro Supergirl,
and the debut of Blue Kryptonite. #187 is an 80-page Giant. #140
is GD+, lot ranges from Filler to VG-.

Superman Group of (6) #140-210 w/Key150

Full short box of comics starring the X-Men (and their associated
characters) in a Deadpool themed short box! Graphic box is used.
Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic
scratches, may be present. Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. It includes various incarnations of the
iconic superhero team, all modern. Comics are overall VF to NM,
with though some may grade lower. You get all pictured.

Uncanny X-Men Short Box150a

Matted cut and photo. The autograph appears to be on a piece of
popcorn bag (how cool!). This comes with a certificate of
authenticity as pictured. Measures 8" x 10".

Connie Francis Autograph w/Photo151

#303 and #325 have cover art by Todd McFarlane. #344 is the 1st
appearance of Cletus Kasady, later becomes Carnage and the 1st
full appearance of Cardiac, a doctor who vowed to find a cure for
the ailment that caused the death of his brother. #344 is NM-, #303
is GD+, #325 is VF, and #330 is NM-.

Amazing Spider-Man #303/325/330/344 Key!152

LOT #

Twenty-one vintage magazines from the 1940's to the 1970's
including issues from Screenland and Screen Stars. Magazines
appear to be in overall G- to VG+ condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Screenland + Screen Stars Vintage Celebrity Magazi153

Lot includes a Japanese laserdisc, a first edition Random House
novel with dustjacket cover, slides, a copy of the movie on Beta,
VHS and a cool custom stroller that measures 2 1/2" long in a
protective case with movie poster backdrop.

Rosemary's Baby Collectible Lot153a

Two vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Blaze of Noon 1947 & Sky Commando 1953 One Sheet P154

Twenty vintage magazines from the 1940's to the 1970's including
issues from Movie Mirror and Movie Life. Magazines appear to be
in overall G- to VG+ condition. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

Movie Mirror + Movie Life Vintage Celebrity Magazi155

Four vintage original folded drama and crime related one sheet
posters and window card, including two copies of "Rumble on the
Docks". All posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various
signs of moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear,
creases, tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold
separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are
present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Gold of Naples 1957/House of Numbers 1957/Rumb156

#300 (GD condition) is an Anniversary issue. #340 (GD) is the 1st
appearance of Parasite with a double-page pin-up of Superman.
Overall GD to VG.

Action Comics #300/321/295/332/340/341/354157

Iconic cover art by Neal Adams. VG condition.
Superman #233 (1971) Famous Neal Adams Cover158

5 figures that were done by the same great customizers collection.
Custom figures includes: Klaw, Deadman, Eradicator, Iron Monger
and Warlord (Professor X). Figures are about 5" tall. Some have
wooden bases attached to their feet for display. Overall nice shape
with some varied paint wear as pictured.

Customized Action Figure Lot159

7 items. Lot includes an S.S. Kresge Davy Crockett pinback,
Sunset Carson pin, Gene Autry Sunbeam bread pin, A Post Ranch
Boss tin badge, A Hopalong Cassidy Good Luck Coin, A Deputy

Vintage Cowboy Premiums/Collectibles Lot160

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Marshal pinback badge and a pistol tie tack. Overall nice shape
with some varied wear as pictured.

14 issues from the 1960s, Lots of pictures and stories about 1960s
Hollywood. Great covers. The magazines have overall light to
moderate shelf wear as pictured.

Confidential 1960s Magazine Lot/Hollywood Gossip161

15 copies. Famous First Edition #C-26: Action #1.C over art by Joe
Shuster. Untitled one-pages story, script by Jerry Siegel, art by Joe
Shuster; Untitled "Chuck" Dawson story, art by Homer Fleming;
"The Mystery of the Freight Train Robberies!", script and art by
Fred Guardineer;  "South Sea Strategy" [Part 1] text story by
Captain Frank Thomas. "Sticky-Mitt Stimson," script and art by
Russell Cole [as Alger]; Untitled The Adventures of Marco Polo
story, script and art by Sven Elven; Untitled "Pep" Morgan story,
script by Gardner Fox, art by Fred Guardineer; Untitled Scoop
Scanlon story, art by Will Ely; Untitled Tex Thomson story, script by
Ken Fitch, art by Bernard Baily;  Superman illustration on back
cover.  VG+ to FN+ range.

Action Comics #1/Famous First Edition 1974 (x15)162

Thirteen vintage Sci-Fi and Fantasy books from the 1940's to the
1970's, including Avon Fantasy books, Science Fiction Digest, and
more. Books show various levels of wear including tears, cover
creases, and tanned brittle pages. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Sci-Fi + Fantasy 1940's - 1970's Vintage Book Lot163

23" plush Wolf Wan with tag and a Mummy wristwatch from 1995
(sealed). The watch no longer glows and would need to be opened
to put in new batteries.

Universal Monsters Collectibles Lot163a

Two vintage original folded crime and thriller related one sheet
posters. Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, portions of
staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear. Additionally,
ink marks and writing are present on the back side of the posters.
See pictures for further condition details.

Ordeal by Innocence 1985 & Fort Apache, the Bronx164

Twenty Screen Stories and Movieland magazines from the 1950's
to the 1980's. Magazines appear to be in overall G to VG condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Screen Stories + Movieland 1940's - 1970's Vintage165

Full short box of comics starring characters like Green Lantern, The
Titans, Superman, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box165a

LOT #

Two vintage original folded crime and drama related one sheet
posters. Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, tears, tack holes
creases, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back
side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

The Day of the Locust 1975 & Murder on the Orient166

#354 is the 1st appearance of Dr. Tzin Tzin. #356 is the 1st full
appearance and origin of the Outsider, revealed to be Alfred after
his death and resurrection. #395 is the first collaboration between
Neal Adams and Dennis O'Neil on the Detective Comics title. #437
is the reintroduction of Manhunter, Paul Kirk, previously appeared
in Adventure Comics #92 (1944). #334 & #356 are GD+, #395 is a
Filler copy with loose cover, #437 is VG. Overall GD to VG.

Detective Comics #326/354/356/395/428/437/438167

Made by Arnold West Germany. 16" tall. This does work. One hand
is missing. See photos for condition details.

Howdy Doody Vintage Acrobat Toy168

The April issue of the 1949 Science Fiction magazine 'Amazing
Stories'. Issue features "The Monster" by S.M. Tenneshaw. GD-
condition with missing cover pieces, tears, and brittle pages.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Amazing Stories Magazine April 1949169

1st appearance of Lucifer Morningstar. 1st appearance of demon
Azazel, Choronzon and Beezlebub in fly form. 1st cameo
appearance of Nada, a former lover of Dream. VF+ condition.

Sandman #4/Key! 1st Lucifer170

8" x 10" photo with signature. This does not come with a certificate
of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.

Robin Williams Autographed Photo171

Lot includes #457,463,473,477,531,543,543,580,581 and 627.
#457 is the 1st appearance of Dr. Leslie Thompkins, a close friend
of the Wayne family. #463 is the 1st appearance of the Black
Spider and the Calculator. #477 is the 1st cameo appearance of
the third Clayface, Preston Payne. Overall VG to NM-, with later
issues grading higher.

Detective Comics Group of (10) #457-627172

Three vintage original folded western related one sheet posters. All
posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears, tack
holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back
side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Rustlers' Rhapsody 1985/The Great Scout 1976/Heave173

Lot consists of a Jason Voorhees 14" Good Stuff plush and a
Cinema of Fear Freddy Krueger 11" doll (one Blade is broken on

Freddy/Jason Plush Doll Lot173a
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LOT #
his glove)

5 figures. Lot includes Big Boss Man, Sgt. Slaughter, Dusty
Rhodes, Typhoon and Earthquake. Excellent condition.

WWF/WWE 1990/1991 Wrestlers Figure Lot/Hasbro174

The March issue of the 1949 Science Fiction magazine 'Amazing
Stories'. Issue features "The Chemical Vampire" by Lee Francis.
GD- condition with moisture damage, tears, and brittle pages.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Amazing Stories Magazine March 1949175

Star Trek The Enterprise Incident Legendary Space Encounter
AMT Ertl Model Kit from 1996. Model kit is brand new, never
opened, still factory sealed in original box. Box has a few dents, but
contents are untouched.

Star Trek Enterprise Model Kit/AMT w/Sound/Lights176

Lot includes #32,33,35-48 and #58. VG-/VG condition with brittle
pages and foxing.

Sgt. Fury/Howling Commandos Group of (17) #32-58177

Two vintage original folded romance and drama related one sheet
posters. Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

From the Terrace 1960 & Father's Little Dividend 1178

WWII era detective magazine lot includes March (William "Thin
Man" Powell cover), May, July (Fred Allen) and December.
Magazines have moderate to heavy wear with some spine splits as
pictured.

True Detective Magazine 1942 Lot of (4)179

12 items. Lot includes a Jimmy Allen Flying Cadet Pin (Richfield
Oil, Canada), Veronica Lake, Guy Madison and Sonja Henie
celebrity pins, Space and Space Rangers pinbacks, Special Police
badge pin, Reddy Kilowatt pin, Aunt Jemima tin, Geppetto from
Pinocchio figurine, a Little Orphan Annie mini figurine and an
unknown character clip. Overall nice shape with some varied wear
as pictured.

Vintage Premium/Advertising/Hollywood Lot180

Full short box of comics from publishers like Image, Dynamite,
Crossgen, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box180a

LOT #

The February issue of the 1950 Science Fiction magazine
'Amazing Stories'. Issue features "The Galaxy Raiders" by William
P. McGivern. Appears in GD- condition, but is actually incomplete
with a completely missing back cover, tears, and brittle pages.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Amazing Stories Magazine February 1950181

50 comics. Disney, Looney tunes, Richie Rich and much more. You
get all pictured. GD to GD+ range.

Silver to Bronze Age Kids' Comics Lot182

1st full appearance and origin of the Huntress, Helena Wayne.
VG+/FN- condition.

DC Super-Stars #17 (1977) 1st Huntress!183

Norman Bates from Psycho, Jason from Friday the 13th and
Freddy from Nightmare on Elm Street. Figures are new in sealed
package. Packages have some shelf wear and yellowing bubbles.

McFarlane Movie Maniacs Figure Lot183a

Approx. 4 5/8" long. Vintage metal & wood harmonica. Overall in
nicer condition.  The metal has some slight paint wear/rust.

Popeye 1929 Harmonica Vintage King Features184

Four vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. All
posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

Ben-Hur 1959/Becket 1964/Act One 1964/A Fine Madne185

10 Golden Age detective magazines. Titles include True Detective
Mysteries, True Detective, Detective World, and Uncensored
Detective. Magazines have moderate to heavy wear with some
spine splits as pictured.

1930s/40s Detective Magazine Lot/Painted Covers186

Very first Marvel/DC cross-over. Superman vs. the Amazing
Spider-Man (1976) Treasury. Is this the Battle of the Century or the
greatest superhero team-up of all time. The unthinkable has
happened, the diabolical Lex Luthor has combined his unparalleled
genius with the mad Doctor Octopus, and Spidey and the Man of
Steel are too busy fighting each other to stop them. Can to of the
biggest icons in comics history come to an understanding in time to
stop these dastardly villains? Story by Gerry Conway. Art by Ross
Andru and Dick Giordano. Also, included is a breakdown on how
this legendary cover was conceived. 100 pages, full color. VG-/VG
condition.

Superman vs. the Amazing Spider-Man (1976 DC/Marve187

15 magazines. Lot includes the full year of 12 issues from 1975 as
well as the Best of #5, The Gentleman's Bathroom Companion and

National Lampoon 1975 Full Year + More188
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LOT #
the 1964 High School Yearbook Parody. The July (Stevie Wonder)
issue features 3-D glasses inside. The September issue features a
the Howard Chaykin "spanking" issue.  Magazines have some light
to moderate cover wear as pictured.

The December issue of the 1948 Science Fiction magazine
'Amazing Stories'. Issue features "Daughter of the Night" by
Richard S. Shaver. GD- condition with tears, heavy creasing, and
brittle pages. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Amazing Stories Magazine December 1948189

PSA certified autographed 8' x 10" photo of Ken Osmond (Eddie
Haskell) from Leave it to Beaver.

Ken Osmond/Leave it to Beaver Autographed Photo190

Four vintage original drama related one sheet posters, including,
"Julius Caesar" 1970, "The People Next Door" 1970, "One Day in
the Life of Ivan Denisovich" 1971, and "The Damned" 1970. All
posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases, tears
and punctures, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold
separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are
present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage 1970s Drama Related Film One Sheet Posters191

45 comics from 9 different titles that feature color reprints of 1950s
era horror stories by EC. VG to FN range.

1970s EC Horror Comic Book Lot of (45)192

Three 'Fantastic' issues from the 1940's and 1950's including
issues of Fantastic Mysteries, Fantastic Novels, and Fantastic
Adventures. Issues appear in Filler/Fair to GD- condition with
Fantastic Mysteries having a completely detached cover, as well as
overall creasing, brittle pages and tape. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Fantastic Mysteries/Novels/Adventures Lot of (3)193

Made by Matchbox. New in sealed package. Packaging has some
shelf wear as pictured.

1989 Maxx FX Freddy Krueger Figure Set193a

A vintage original folded combo one sheet poster featuring
Elizabeth Taylor. Posters is in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, creases,
tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof & Butterfield 8 1966 Combo O194

#181 is the 1st appearance of Poison Ivy, Pamela Isley. This one is
missing the pin-up. #186 is the 1st appearance of Gaggy the
Clown, Joker's "Robin" with cover art by Murphy Anderson
featuring the Joker. #181 is Fair with missing centerfold (story

Batman #181 + 186 Key/1st Poison Ivy195

LOT #
affected). #186 is GD-.

Full short box of comics starring Superman and Green Lantern!
Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic thickness,
being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.
Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there
may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older
comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates.
You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box195a

Superman logo ring made of solid sterling silver by DC Comics
(1998). This is a Size 12. Comes with original box. The ring has
paint scuffs and has been cleaned. See pics for details.

Superman Logo Ring Solid Sterling Silver/DC196

20 Silver to Bronze Age comics. Most are Bronze Age. Includes a
variety of titles. You get all pictured! Eternals #3 & #5 are NM-,
comics are Fair to FN- overall.

Marvel Comics Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot197

Two Weird Tales magazines from the 1930's including a
September 1930 and 1935 issues. Issues appear GD- condition.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Weird Tales Magazine September 1930's Lot of (2)198

5 figures from various series and die-cast Hot Wheels animated
style Batmobile. You get all pictured. Overall nice shape with varied
play/shelf wear as pictured.

DC Action Figure and More Lot199

40 comics. Most are Bronze Age. Most are DC, but include a
couple of Marvel and some small publisher stuff too. JLA #94 is the
first appearance of Merlyn. Fair to FN- range.

Silver to Modern Comic Book Lot200

Two vintage original folded thriller related one sheet posters. "The
Ninth Configuration" is also known as "Twinkle, Twinkle 'Killer'
Kane". Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack
holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back
side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

The Ninth Configuration 1980 & The Drowning Pool 1201

4 comics. Lot includes: Miss America (Patsy Walker) #58 and #62
(1953-1954 with Morris Weiss covers.) , as well as Love Romances
#40 (1954), My Own Romance #48 (1955). Both have cover art by
Vince Colletta and edited by Stan Lee.  Fair- to VG-, with most
being Fair/Fair+.

Atlas Golden Age Romance Comics Lot/Marvel202

Stan Lee Box Exclusive Variant Cover. CGC graded comic.
Marvel 2-In-One #1 CGC 9.6 Stan Lee Variant203
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LOT #

Lot includes a color and black and white original still, VHs tape with
full color box art, an issue of MAD Magazine from 1969 with
Rosemary's Baby cover art, a book club edition of the novel from
Random House, a bar of soap, patch and 3 Bam! Box exclusive
signed and numbered 8" x 10" prints.

Rosemary's Baby Collectible Lot203a

Three 'Future' issues from the 1970's and 1980's. Issues appear in
GD to VG- condition. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Future Magazine 1970's + 1980's Lot of (3)204

This 8" x 10" photo of Buddy Ebsen (Beverly Hillbillies, Barnaby
Jones) comes with a certificate of authenticity as pictured.

Buddy Ebsen Autographed Photo205

April, The Ravishing Reporter! New in sealed package figure from
1992. Excellent condition!

April O'Neil 1992 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Fig206

2nd printing. Story, Art, and Cover by Rand Holmes. Last Gasp.VG
to FN range.

Harold Hedd #1 (x8) 1973/Last Gasp Underground Com207

12 figures from various series and 2 sheets of 41 cent stamps
(Marvel and DC). Excellent condition.

Action Figure/Super-Heroes Collectible Lot207a

Two vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Paula 1952 & Saturday's Hero 1951 One Sheet Poster208

Four issues of Vortex magazine from the 1950's, including three
duplicate issues of Vol 1, No1. Overall GD-/GD condition. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Vortex Science Fiction 1950's Magazine Lot of (4)209

Includes Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter, and December 1956 issues
and February 1957 issue. Most are in good condition with some
age wear on the covers. See pics for details.

1950s Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse Club Magazine Lot210

Full short box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image, ,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy210a

Four vintage original drama related one sheet posters, including,
"Amazons of Rome" 1963, "Dondi" 1961, "The Interns" 1962, and
"Cry from the Mountain" 1963. All posters are in overall nice shape

Vintage 1960s Drama Related Film One Sheet Posters211

LOT #
but exhibits various signs of moderate to heavy general wear such
as edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes, portions of staining, and
areas of fold separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and
writing are present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for
further condition details.

1989, Marvel Magazine. Full run! This sis the 1st appearance of
Remo Williams in a comic book magazine. Stories based off of
characters from the paperback novel series written by Warren
Murphy. VG to VG+ overall.,

Destroyer: The Adventures of Remo and Chiun #1-9212

20 magazines. Lot includes: True Medic Stories (issues #1 and 4
from 1956), 6 issues of Uncensored from the 1960s, 2 different
issues of Inside story from 1961, Behind the Scene July 1957, 2
issues of Top Secret from 1961, Cabaret January 1956 (June
Allyson cover), Frauds and Rackets #10 (1955), Front Page
Detective September 1962, Master Detective May 1949, Crime #7
(1974),  and True Detective November 1952 and March 1964.
Magazine have moderate to heavy wear including some cover
tearing and spine issues as pictured.

1940s-70s Crime/Gossip/More Magazines Lot213

Lot includes 4 book and record sets, a 5 inch sealed plush from
NECA and a custom mini figure. The book and records are in nice
shape with little wear. The mini action figures comes with a heavy
duty clear collector case and a full color pro printed 2-sided
nostalgic card back. Also included is a base plate stand for your
included custom compatible mini-fig.

Gremlins Vintage to Modern Collectible Lot213a

Includes Volume II #3, 4, 5, and 6. Magazines are in "good"
condition with some wear to the covers and spine. #6 has some
spine tears. See pictures for additional condition details.

1950s Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse Club Magazine Lot214

Two issues of Other World's magazine from November 1949 and
1952. Overall they appear GD- condition, however 1952 issue is
filler as it has a completely loose cover. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Other Worlds 1940's + 1950's Vintage Magazine Lot215

Two vintage original folded comedy related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

You're in the Navy Now 1951 & Down Among the Shelt216

25 copies with 5 sets of each of the cards that were inserted. All of
the polybags are still sealed. Negative Captain America UPC box
variants. NM condition.

X-Force #1 (x25) with Cards/Marvel217
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LOT #

7 pewter keychains. They measure 4 3/8" tall and come with
original hangtags.

Pirates of the Caribbean Keychain Lot217a

Three issues of Fantasy Book magazine including issues from
1947 and 1985. Overall 1985 magazines appear in VG condition,
and 1947 issue appears GD-. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

Fantasy Book 1940's + 1980's Magazine Lot of (3)218

Four vintage original drama related one sheet posters, including,
"Five Easy Pieces" 1973, "Save the Tiger" 1973, "The Last Detail"
1974, and "Snow Job" 1972. All posters are in overall nice shape
but exhibits various signs of moderate to heavy general wear such
as edge wear, creases, tears, portions of staining, and areas of fold
separation and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are
present on the back side of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage 1970s Drama Related Film One Sheet Posters219

49 comics. Most are Archie and related. You get all pictured.
Overall FN+ to NM- with a few grading as low as VG-.

Archie and Related Silver to Modern Age Comic Lot220

Gambit and Rogue prismatic double gate-fold wraparound cover by
Andy Kubert and Cam Smith. CGC graded comic.

X-Men #45 CGC 9.6 Gambit/Rogue Prismatic Cover221

5 copies of #1. 1st appearance and origin of Kamandi. VG+ to FN+
range.

Kamandi Last Boy on Earth #1 (x5)/1972 DC222

2nd appearance of The Riddler in the Silver Age. Great Riddler
cover by Sheldon Moldoff. GD-/GD condition.

Batman #179/2nd Riddler!223

4 figures from The Shining, Jeepers Creepers, The Ring and
Child's Play. Each of these little mini action figures comes with a
heavy duty clear collector case and a full color pro printed 2-sided
nostalgic card back. Also included is a base plate stand for your
included custom compatible mini-fig.

Horror Film Custom Mini-Figures Lot223a

Three issues of Science Fiction+ magazine from 1953. Overall
magazines appear GD+ /VG-. Please see photos for further details
and conditions.

Science Fiction+ 1950's Vintage Magazine Lot of (3224

9 magazines. This includes a great Lucille Ball cover on True Story
February 1941. Also included are 6 more issues of True Story
(June and May 1941, March 1945, March and August 1948 and
September 1953) as well as My Story #1 from 1952 and True Life
Stories from October of 1953. Magazines have moderate to heavy
cover wear including some spine splitting and tears as pictured.

1940s-50s  Romance/Confessions Magazine Lot225

LOT #

Full short box of comics starring characters like The Flash, The
Titans, Superman, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box225a

Two vintage original folded drama related one sheet and insert
posters. Both posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of
moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack
holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back
side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Of Human Bondage 1964 & The Hill 1965 (Sean Conner226

#82 is the first title crossover issue with Tales of Suspense #80.
Hulk's first use of the words 'Hulk Smash' as a standalone phrase
happens in issue #88. GD+ to VG range.

Tales to Astonish #72/80/82-84/86-89227

Officially licensed. Made by Vandor. 3" in diameter. New condition.
Press the button on the front to open.

James Dean Hand Mirror Lot of (6)227a

5 figures. Lot includes Ax and Smash (Demolition), Jake the Snake
Roberts, Koko B. Ware and Akeem. Excellent condition.

WWF/WWE 1990/1991 Wrestlers Figure Lot/Hasbro228

Three issues of Science Fiction+ magazine from the 1950's.
Overall magazines appear GD- to GD. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Astounding Science Fiction 1950's Vintage Magazine229

includes Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter, and December issues.
Magazines are in overall good condition for their age. There is
some wear and age stains on the covers. The December issue
appears to have several pages with printing errors that smudge the
ink.. See pictures for additional condition details.

1950s Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse Club Magazine Lot230

A Terry and the Pirates Gold Ore Detector ring and a Lum and
Abner Walking Weather Prophet badge. Both were radio show
premiums offered by cereal companies. Overall nice shape with
little wear as pictured.

Vintage 1930s/40s Radio Premiums231

Lot includes 5 comics and 4 signed and numbered lithographs. 2
copies of #22A with lithograph #s 97/500 and 497/500, 2 copies of
#22B with lithograph numbers 54/500 and 500/500. Also included
is issue #47.  NM condition overall.

Jim Balent's Tarot Lot w/Signed/#ed Lithographs232
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LOT #

Four vintage original drama related one sheet posters, including,
"The Life and Times of Grizzly Adams" 1974, "Cinderella Liberty"
1974, "Return to Macon County" 1975, and "The Outfit" Revised
from 1973. All posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various
signs of moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear,
creases, tears, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation
and fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on
the back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage 1970s Drama Related Film One Sheet Posters233

Lot includes 3 different dolls from the first 3 movies. The Child's
Play doll is 13" tall and according to the tag, was made by Steven
Smith for MGM. The Child's Play 2 doll with suction hands and feet
was made in 1990 by Steven Smith. It measures 13" tall and
comes with a 1-900 phone number tag on it! The Child's Play 3 doll
is 13" tall , comes with suction cup hands and feet and was made
in 1991 by Steven Smith.

Child's Play Plush Doll Lot/Promo + More233a

The May issue of the 1948 Thrilling Fiction magazine 'Startling
Stories'. Issue features "On The Mark Of Circe" by Henry Kuttner.
GD- condition with missing cover pieces, tears, and brittle pages.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Startling Stories May 1948234

1st appearance of Parasite. Includes a double-page pin-up of
Superman. GD-/GD condition.

Action Comics #340/1st Parasite!235

5 figures that were done by the same great customizers collection.
Custom figures includes: the Golden Age Clayface, Hourman, IQ,
Mr. Justice and Jack O' Lantern. Figures are about 5" tall. Some
have wooden bases attached to their feet for display. Overall nice
shape with some varied paint wear as pictured.

Customized Action Figure Lot236

1st appearance of Bucky Barnes as Captain America. Lot includes
8 copies. 6 have Steve Epting covers and 2 have Alex Ross
covers. NM condition overall.

Captain America #34 (x8) 1st Bucky as Cap w/Varian237

7 new metal boxes/cases. Various sizes. Officially licensed and
made by Vandor. Uses include eyeglasses holder, business card
holder, cigarettes and more!

Betty Boop Collectible/Merch Lot237a

PSA certified 8" x 10" autograph of Art Carney (Honeymooners).
Art Carney Autographed Photo238

Collection of 4 black & white movies: Night After Night, I'm No
Angel, Belle of the Nineties, and Klondike Annie. Set is brand new,
never opened, still factory sealed.

The Ultimate Mae West Laserdisc Set239

LOT #

A vintage original folded low budget comedy film one sheet poster.
Poster is in nice overall shape but exhibits signs of light to
moderate general wear such as edge wear, creasing, tack holes,
and areas of fold separation and or fold wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Panic Button 1964 Film One Sheet Poster240

Full short box of comics from publishers like IDW, Dark Horse, Viz,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box240a

New in sealed package figure from 1991. Excellent condition with
minor package shelf wear as pictured.

Tokka 1991 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure NIP241

5 bags. Each contains 10 comic book sections as they originally
appeared in the 1940-1952 Spirit series. All sealed. Contents NM,
packaging more like GD+/VG-.

The Spirit (Will Eisner) Comic Book Sections Lot242

The February issue of the 1947 Fiction magazine 'Thrilling Wonder
Stories'. Issue features "The Manless Worlds" by Murray Leinster.
Magazine appears GD- condition, but is Filler with a completely
detached back cover, moisture damage, tears, and brittle pages.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Thrilling Wonder Stories February 1947243

The board and indicator are in great shape. The box has some
shelf wear as pictured.

1972 Ouija Board in Box/Parker Brothers243a

2 poster/signs advertising the Kalif Temple Shrine Club circus
produced by Bailey Bros. One measures 17" x 22", the other 14" x
22". Thick stock. Wear as pictured.

Shrine Circus/Bailey Bros. Vintage Circus Posters244

Three vintage original folded western related one sheet posters. All
posters are in overall nice shape but exhibits various signs of
moderate to heavy general wear such as edge wear, creases,
tears, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold
wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back
side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

The Revengers 1972/Loaded Pistols 1963/When The Le245

Nine issues of assorted Fantasy and Science Fiction magazines
that include titles such as Epic, Vertex, Unknown Worlds and more.
Magazines appear in GD- to VG condition. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Fantasy/Science Fiction Assorted Magazine Lot (9)246
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LOT #

20 comics. Includes a variety of titles. You get all pictured! VG- to
VF- range.

DC Bronze Age Comic Lot247

Included is a vintage Ghost Viewer/Remover from the 1960 movie,
a Blade mini figure from Puppet Master (NIP), a Thing From
Another World 4.25" custom figure (based on actor James Arness),
8 VHS tapes (Psycho, The Thing, Island of Lost Souls, Monster
From the Green Hell, Orca, Them and 2 copies of The Incredible
Two-Headed Transplant), and a Birds 2 laserdisc.

Vintage to Modern Horror Collectibles Lot247a

Anti-Nazi; "What Really Happened to Hitler." Coverless World War
II propaganda comic published by Peter George. Filler copy.

Secret Voice #1 (1945) WWII Propaganda Comic248

Two vintage original folded drama related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears and punctures,
tack holes, portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and
fold wear. Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the
back side of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Fall of the Roman Empire 1964 & Tiko and the Shark249

#180 is the 1st appearance of Lord Death Man, a Japanese crime
lord. #213 is the 30th anniversary of Batman. #180 is VG-, #213 is
a Filler copy with loose cover, #143 is in Fair condition and has
been restapled, and #200 is GD.

Batman #149/180/206/213250

This vintage lot includes the XX/HC Bar 20 adjustable Ring and 2
pins. Nice shape with little wear as pictured.

Hopalong Cassidy Ring/Pin Premium Lot251

Lot includes the following: True Brides #14 (1955) with stories and
art by Jack Sparling and others. First Love #57 (1955) Cover by Al
Avison with stories and art by Jack Sparling and Bob Powell. First
Romance #36 (1955) with stories and art by Bob Powell and
others. Hi-School Romance #44 (1955) with stories and art by Al
Avison and Joe Certa. VG/VG+ overall.

Romance Golden Age Comics Lot of (4)/Harvey/True L252

9 magazines. Lot includes: True Confessions #2 and 3 (1922 ),
November 1933, September 1940, True Story July 1936, August
1937, June 1938 (Ginger Rogers cover), True Romances February
and September (Douglas Fairbanks Jr. cover) 1933 and Modern
Romances December 1935. Loads of Golden Age Hollywood
pictures and stories as well as amazing advertising and more. The
magazines have moderate to heavy wear with some spine
splitting/tearing. The True Confessions #2 and 3 have taped
spines.

1920s-30s Romance/Confessions Magazine Lot253

LOT #

Lot includes a 1964 Whitman 100 piece puzzle (complete), a
vintage 1313 Mockingbird Lane postcard,  a Herman Munster
Wacky Wobbler, 9 inch figure (Toys R Us exclusive) and a
Minimates Koach with figure (Toys R Us exclusive).

Munsters Vintage to Modern Collectibles253a

Twelve issues of Parabola magazine from the 1980's and 1990's.
Overall, magazines appear in GD to VG condition. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Parabola Myth and Tradition Magazine Lot (12)254

5 figures. Lot includes Hulk Hogan, Brutus the Barber Beefcake,
Million Dollar Man and the Bushwhackers (Luke and Butch).
Excellent condition.

WWF/WWE 1990/1991 Wrestlers Figure Lot/Hasbro255

Full short box of comics from publishers like Valiant, Dark Horse,
Image, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box255a

A vintage original folded one sheet poster. Poster is in great shape
but exhibits signs of light general wear such as edge wear,
creases, and areas of fold separation and fold wear. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Deer Hunter 1979 Academy Awards One Sheet Post256

7 comics. Includes: Looney Tunes #111 (1951), Laugh #67
(1955/Archie), Gene Autry Comics #9 (1947), Roy Rogers Comics
#30 and #44 (1950-51) and Tom and Jerry Comics #87 (1951) and
#119 (1954). VG-/VG overall.

Golden Age Comic Lot/Looney Tunes/Cowboys/More257

3 new in sealed package figures from NECA. Holographic Engineer
in pressure suit.

Prometheus Action Figure Lot257a

1st cameo team appearance of The Ultimates: Captain Marvel,
Black Panther, Ms. America Chavez, Spectrum, Blue Marvel. 1st
cameo appearance of American Kaiju. Arthur Adams variant cover.
CGC graded comic.

Avengers It All Begins Here #0 CGC 9.6 Adams Varia258

Four Hollywood centric books including a MGM Poster album,
Hollywood Babylon II, and more. Books vary in condition. Please
see photos for further details and conditions.

Hollywood Photo Books + More Lot of (4)259

Convention autographed photo. Udo Kier from Andy Warhol's
Frankenstein. 8 1/2" x 11. This does not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.

Udo Kier Autographed Photo (Frankenstein)260
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LOT #

Captain George's Comic World #23/24 is a 75c cover-priced
64-page giant featuring all Golden Age Timely stories: Sub-Mariner
(fighting Nazi robots), Captain America in "The Cobra Ring of
Death" with art that is likely by Syd Shores, The Human Torch and
Toro, The Patriot, The Vision, and The Angel. 64 page, black and
white, newsprint. GD+ condition.

Captain George's Comic World #23/24 Golden Age261

20 comics. Highlights include Demon #1, OMAC #1, Shazam #8
and Swamp Thing #10 (last Bernie Wrightson). VG to FN range.

Bronze Age DC Comics Lot262

10 figures. Masters of the Universe, Jawa from Star Wars, Alf,
Gremlin and a Prune Face figure from the Dick Tracy series.
Overall nice shape with some varied playwear as pictured.

1980s Action Figure/Toy Lot263

Lot includes a Mego figure, Matchbox monster series die-cast,
Yo-Yo, Spitballs, Stick-Up figure, vinyl bank and a cool winter hat!
Excellent condition!

Freddy Krueger Toy/Collectibles Box Lot263a

Two vintage original folded western related one sheet posters. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Tomahawk 1951 & The Texas Rangers 1951 One Sheet P264

23 issues. Lot includes 1970 (October, Abbie Hoffman cover), 1971
(January, April [Frazetta cover], May through August, October and
November), 1973 (February, March and April), 1974 (January ,
February, March, May, June, July, September, November and
December) as well as The Best of #5 and the 1964 High School
Yearbook Parody. Magazines have overall moderate cover wear as
pictured.

National Lampoon 1970-1974 Group of (23)265

A foiled 1st edition, hardcover. Dust jacket appears show the most
damage including tearing, scuffs, foxing and surface scratches.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

David O. Selznick's Hollywood | 1980 1st Edition H266

Lot of 8 complete Sunday funnies sections from the Los Angeles
Times. Lot includes: July 7,14,21,28, August 25, September 1, 22
and October 6. Each contains full color comics. Superman is in the
first four. Other comics that appear include Dicky Tracy, Tarzan,
Buck Rogers and more. Newspaper sections appear in overall nice
shape with some wear as pictured. GD- to GD+ range.

L.A. Times 1946 Sunday Funnies Section Lot/Superma267

Lot includes 2 different Warner Bros. Studio store wall sculptures
(Ltd. # editions), a 50th Anniversary carrot handled mug from 1989

Looney Tunes Collectibles Box Lot267a

LOT #
by Applause, a 4 inch tall pewter desk clock (untested), a Warner
Bros. Studio store Bowl-A-Rama ornament and a Fossil 5 1/4" wide
logo display. Everything is in great shape. The mug has a little
crazing and the Bugs Bunny Wall sculpture has a couple on minor
chips.

4 figures. Includes 2 Toys R Us exclusives. Strafe, Dinobot Slug,
Sunstreaker and Cliffjumper. New in sealed packages. Packages
are in nice shape with little shelf wear.

Transformers Action Figure Lot/Hasbro268

A vintage original linen backed western film one sheet poster which
features Gene Autry and has been folded. Poster is in nice overall
shape but exhibits signs of light to moderate general wear such as
edge wear, and areas of fold separation and or fold wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Saginaw Trail 1953 Linen Backed One Sheet Poster269

Jackie Coogan (Uncle Fester from the Addams Family) autograph
cut and photo. Frame measures 9 1/2" x 12". This does not come
with a certificate of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this
to be genuine.

Jackie Coogan (Uncle Fester) Autograph w/Photo270

Full short box of comics starring Green Lantern, Young Justice,
Dungeons & Dragons, and more! Precise quantity not counted and
can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box270a

Lot includes the 1990 Shredder and Splinter with original packages
(packages have been opened) and a 2004 Sewer Lid Launcher with
box and Donatello figure. The vehicle is battery operated and works
(batteries not included). The items in this lot are in excellent
condition with very little play wear.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Figure/Vehicle Lot271

14 comics. Includes #2 (x5, 1 newsstand, 4 direct edition),
26,29,33,41,42,44,49,55, and 56. #26 is the 1st appearance of
Legion. #29 is the 1st appearance of Strong Guy. #26 is VF+,
comics are overall VF to NM.

New Mutants Group of (14) #2-56/1st Legion + Stron272

Twenty vintage photography magazines including issues of
Photography, Foto, and more. Magazines appear to be in overall
G- to VG+ condition. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Assorted Photography Magazine Lot (20)273

Lot includes a 6" promo plush from Steven Smith (1990, sealed in
bag), Child's Play 2 figure from Movie Maniacs (sealed) and a 13
1/2" plastic prop replica voodoo knife (sealed).

Child's Play Chucky Toy/Collectible Lot273a
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LOT #

September 11th, 2001 tribute issue depicting various Marvel teams
and characters working alongside emergency services as New York
native, Spider-Man narrates the experience. NM-/NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #36 9-11 Tribute Issue274

A 1986 hardcover. Book is in great condition with some storage
wear to the dust jacket including surface scuffing. Please see
photos for further details and conditions.

Industrial Light & Magic: The Art Of Special Effec275

9 magazines. Lot includes 8 issues of Star Notes and the #1 issue
of Lucyfan magazine. Condition appears overall VF.

Star Notes/I Love Lucy Fanzine Lot + More276

7 comics. Includes Venom: Lethal Protector #1,2,4,5, Venom: The
Enemy Within #1 and Amazing Spider-Man #362 + #363 (2nd and
3rd appearances of Carnage). NM condition.

Venom/Carnage Comic Lot with Keys!277

3 pulps. Lot includes Jungle Stories (November-January 1945),
Black Mask January 1946 and Dare-Devil Aces November 1941.
Moderate to heavy wear. The Jungle Stories issue has a detached
cover, but it is still present.

1940s Pulp Magazine Lot Black Mask/Jungle Stories278

The December issue of the 1950 Science-Fantasy magazine
'Worlds Beyond'. Issue features "Six-Legged Svengali" by Mack
Reynolds and Fredric Brown. GD-/GD condition with spinal
damage, edge abrasion, and creasing. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Worlds Beyond December 1950279

Includes a Dick Tracy Secret Service Patrol badge pin, a Tom Mix
Ralston Wheat Cereal Straight Shooters spinner as well as a
Secretary Hawkins (membership club pinback) from Ralston cereal
(circa 1932). The spinner and badge are in great shape. The
Secretary Hawkins pin has heavy wear.

Dick Tracy/Tom Mix/Secretary Hawkins Premium Lot280

Two vintage original folded one sheet posters featuring Sabu. Both
posters are in nice shape but exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, creases, tears, tack holes,
portions of staining, and areas of fold separation and fold wear.
Additionally, ink marks and writing are present on the back side of
the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Sabu: The Black Panther 1956 & Savage Drums 1951 O281

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel Jr.,
Mary Marvel, and Doctor Sivana since the Golden Age.#8 is a
reprint of The Marvel Family #1 (1945), the first appearance of
Black Adam. VG to VF range.

Shazam #1 + 5-11 (1973) w/Keys! 1st Black Adam282

LOT #

Doll measures 24" in length. The wooden bench that he rests on is
11"in height, 19" in length, and 6" in width. Doll is in great
condition, briefly displayed with minimal wear. Includes COA,
original box, and original mailer.

Emmett Kelly Jr. 24" Clown Doll #295/750283

Vintage makeup kit. The box was opened to confirm that it is
complete. This is unused and complete. The makeup is dried and
the adhesive may be as well. The box has some wear as pictured.

1988 Freddy Krueger Makeup Kit283a

10 issues from the 1950s. Includes salacious gossip, real stories
and photos of Hollywood Stars from the 1950s. Magazine condition
is overall moderate to heavy as pictured.

Confidential 1950-60ss Magazine Lot/Hollywood Goss284

8" x 10" photo with signature. This does not come with a certificate
of authenticity, but Back to the Past believes this to be genuine.

Charlton Heston Autographed Photo/Ben-Hur285

Full short box of comics from mostly Marvel & DC, with some other
mixed in! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy285a

Newsstand variant! Origin of the black symbiote costume that later
bonds with Eddie Brock to become Venom. 2nd appearance of
Spider-Woman, Julia Carpenter. VF+ condition with small back
cover tear.

Marvel Super-Heroes Secret Wars #8/Key!286

50 copies of Spawn #8 with an Amazing Spider-Man #300 homage
cover. VF+/NM overall.

Spawn #8 (x50)/Amazing Spider-Man Homage287

A 1956, Signet 1st edition "I, Robot" by Isaac Asimov. Book
appears in GD-/GD condition with spinal stress, blunted corners,
and creasing. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

I, Robot | 1956 1st Edition288

PSA certified photograph. This measures 11" x 14". This photo
does have some edge wear as pictured.

Kirk Douglas Autographed Photo289

A vintage original folded indie drama film one sheet poster which is
double sided. Poster is in nice overall shape but exhibits signs of
light to moderate general wear such as edge wear, and areas of
fold separation and or fold wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

A River Runs Through It 1992 Film One Sheet Double290

11 items. Lot includes a Lucky Lindy (Charles Lindbergh) Coin, an
American Junior Red Cross pin, a vintage G.A.R. (Grand Army of
the Republic) Civil War veteran pin, along with other military, club

Vintage Pin/Button/Coin/Souvenir Lot291
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LOT #
and souvenir pieces. You get all pictured. Overall nice shape with
some varied wear as pictured.

#1 is the 1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals
and The Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris, Kro, Brother Tode and
Margo Damian. #3 is the 1st appearance of Sersi. The rest contain
many other first appearances and/or notable events. #1 is VG with
moisture damage, #18 is VG, and the rest are FN+ to NM.

The Eternals #1/3/5/6/7/9/10/11/12/13/18/19292

6 figures. Lot includes Randy Macho Man Savage, Ultimate
Warrior, The Rockers (Shawn Michaels and Marty Jannetty), Million
Dollar Man and Virgil. Excellent condition.

WWF/WWE 1990/1991 Wrestlers Figure Lot/Hasbro293

Telco, 1992. Battery operated figures with motion and sound.
Figures stand about 16 inches tall. Boxed has shelf wear as
pictured.

Wolf Man/Frankenstein Motion Figures293a

General Mills cereal premium adjustable ring. Nice shape, but
plastic on the back of the bomb has a crack as pictured.

Lone Ranger 1940s Atom Bomb Ring294

Sealed. This Metal box houses 20 engaging off-set lithographs
from concept designer Doug Chiang's "Episode" production
paintings. This is sealed, but the cellophane is torn in spots and the
case is scuffed. The lithos inside are new and untouched.

Star Wars Episode I Lithograph Portfolio295

9 Pulp romance magazines from the 30s-50s. Lot includes All-Story
Love Stories #9 (November 1935), Love Novels Magazine (July,
September and December 1947, and July 1949), Thrilling Love
(May 1946 and February 1949), Ideal Love (January 1957) and
Exciting Love (Spring 1945). Moderate to heavy wear. Most have
browning and brittle pages. The covers are all there, but some are
nearly or complete detached as pictured.

1930s-50s Romance/Love/Confessional Pulps296

Lot includes a Vincent Price 5" mini-bust from Rue Morgue, A
Talking Cryptkeeper (works!), 3 inch metal Jason Vorhees figure, a
Robby the Robot 2 1/4" metal keychain, an Aliens Wristwatch from
1993 (sealed, untested) 3 books (Pet Sematary, 1983 Doubleday
HC w/dustjacket, The Exorcist 1971 Harper and Row first edition
HC w/dustjacket and God, Scholars and Monsters, 1951 by C.W.
Ceram [12th print, this may have been signed by the author, but we
cannot confirm this]) and a 12" x 9 1/2" vintage oval frame with a
print out of Vlad the Impaler inside.

Horror Collectibles - All the Rest296a

9 comics. 3 copies of 1, 3, and 4. First ongoing Black Panther solo
title. 1st team appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little and
Princess Zanda. #1s & #3s are all NM-, #4s are all VF-.

Black Panther #1 (x3)/#3 (x3)/#4 (x3) 1977/Jack Ki297

LOT #

Best remembered for playing Henry Frankenstein's bride Elizabeth,
who is chased by Boris Karloff in Frankenstein in 1931. This note
was from 1956. She talks about upcoming projects she is involved
in. This personal note was signed by Mae. This comes with a
framed photo of her with Boris Karloff. The note and autograph do
not come with a certificate of authenticity, but is believed to be
genuine by Back to the Past.

Mae Clarke (Frankenstein) Autographed Note w/Photo298

Darkhawk #1 Marvel Comics 1991 - Origin & 1st appearance of
Darkhawk (Chris Powell) and Hobgoblin appearance. CGC graded
comic.

Darkhawk #1 CGC 9.6/1st Appearance and Origin299

Reintroduction of Two-Face after being absent from comics since
1954 - in World's Finest #173, Batman appears as Two-Face
(1968). Neal Adams cover and interior art with Dennis O'Neil story.
GD+/VG- condition.

Batman #234/Key Two-Face300

Full short box of comics starring The JSA, Teen Titans, and Legion
of Super-Heroes in a Justice League themed short box! Graphic
box is used. Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs as well
as cosmetic scratches, may be present. Precise quantity not
counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information. It includes
issues of various titles, all modern. Comics are overall VF to NM,
with though some may grade lower. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Teams Short Box300a

This lot consist of a vintage battery operated Thing bank with box,
the box lid to the original board game, a few vintage cards, the full
base card set of the 1991 movie series, a 19" plush Gomez
Addams from ACE, an Uncle Fester rubber mask from Rubie's and
a sealed Pressman card game from 1991. Note that the motor in
the Thing bank works, but the hand does not move or push the box
lid open. This may be able to be repaired, but is being sold as is.
The board game box lid has wear as pictured.

Addams Family Vintage to Modern Lot301a
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